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Historic Environment and Archaeology Service Integrated historic environment assessment: HEA 

The definition of Historic Environment 
Character Zones created from the 
combination of key HE and landscape
GIS data:

• County Historic Environment Records
• County Landscape Character Assessment
• Designated historic assets
• Selected environmental themes
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Assessment criteria for each HECZ (Historic Environment Character Zone)

Each character zone assessment is supported by short statements that 
describe the key historic landscape and archaeological character attributes 
for the zone. This is prefixed by an introductory summary to set the context.

Each criteria scored between 1 – 3 (3 being the highest value)

• Survival
• Potential
• Documentation
• Diversity
• Group value
• Amenity value
• Sensitivity

Each heading is supported by a short character validation statement.
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Green Infrastructure and the Historic Environment

A key objective in GI provision, as part of site master planning should be the 
development of opportunities to conserve HE features and landscapes and 
promote their contribution towards defining identity and a sense of place.

GI and HE networks: hedgerows, green lanes, canals, disused railway lines

GI and HE open space/green space: orchards, designed landscape (e.g. 
parkland), permanent pasture with earthworks (e.g. ridge and furrow), land with 
extensive below ground archaeology, ASN/AR Woodlands.

GI and HE water features: ponds, water filled quarries and clay pits, canals, 
bogs
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Accessible Greenspace and Routes –
Planning, Mapping and Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Me  - Jonathan Felton WMR NE Senior Specialist  - Access and Recreation – role and responsibilitiesMain one to listen and learn – not preach Discuss and agree how we can provide practical guidance and support re integration of accessible greenspace and routes planning, mapping and management.



Natural England duties under 
NERC 2006

Natural England’s general purpose is to ensure that the natural 
environment is conserved, enhanced and managed for the benefit of 
present and future generations, thereby contributing to sustainable 
development. 

Natural England’s general purpose includes—
• promoting nature conservation and protecting biodiversity, 
• conserving and enhancing the landscape, 
• securing the provision and improvement of facilities for the study, 

understanding and enjoyment of the natural environment, 
• promoting access to the countryside and open spaces and 

encouraging open‐air recreation, and 
• contributing in other ways to social and economic well‐being 

through management of the natural environment. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The blue bullets have the same importance as other bullets



Outcome 2 and 2.1

•People are inspired to 
value and conserve the 
natural environment

Outcome 2

• Achieve a strategic understanding 
of accessible greenspace and 
route provision in terms of assets, 
quality, needs and demand

Target 2.3.1

Presenter
Presentation Notes






Natural England Access Mapping







Raising standards for visitors to Greenspace

• We support quality greenspace management, so that 
greenspace provides enjoyable, participatory & inspirational 
visitor experiences

• We support three key standards for all greenspaces

1. Quality – the Green Flag Award

2. Quantity and Accessibility – the Access to Natural Greenspace
Standards (ANGSt)

3. Visitor Service Standards – currently for National and Local 
Nature Reserves and Country Parks

• Our emphasis is on the provision of a variety of well managed 
and welcoming greenspaces



Agree Joint Actions

• Accessible Greenspace & Routes maps

•Quality/Standards Assessment

• Costed Greenspace Network Mgt Plan

•Co‐od with Cde team RoWIP/LAF/LTP3

•Participate with WMR Greenspace Forum

•Others???
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Blue Infrastructure part of 
the Green Infrastructure 

network

Natasha Friend 
Principal Planner 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am pulling together the information needed to inform the Blue Infrastructure aspect of the Green Infrastructure work.So what is blue Infrastructure?
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Blue Infrastructure is ……

based on rivers, lakes, ponds and the strips along 
these rivers, lakes and ponds. It is also made up 
of canals, wetlands and other water related 
features such as wet woodlands.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Blue Infrastructure is the blue leg of Green Infrastructure it is based on rivers, lakes, ponds  and the strips along these rivers, lakes and ponds. It is also made up of canals, wetlands and other water related features such as wet woodlands.Though important, this particular area of work does not pick up on what is termed ‘grey infrastructure’ i.e. sewage infrastructure Elements that might be classed as ‘grey’, but which contribute to the widerfunctioning of green infrastructure should be treated as part of the greeninfrastructure network. I.e. canals These should be made to integrate with green infrastructure networks rather than vice versa.
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Main sources of information 
• Catchment Flood Management Plan (CFMP),
• River Basin Management Plans  (RBMP) 
• Catchment Abstraction Management Strategies 
• Strategic  Flood Risk Assessments  & Water 

Cycle Studies (SFRA), 
• Flood and Water Management Bill 
• Planning for Water in Worcestershire Technical 

Research Paper 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the main sources of information that are being used to inform this area of work.And I shall discuss a few of them in more depth now
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Flooding
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For flooding related information we have the Environment Agency CFMP The River Severn Catchment Flood Management plan  sets out the preferredplan for sustainable flood risk management overthe next 50 to 100 years. This is done through establishment of flood risk management policies.The CFMP, has been broken down in to Policy Units There are 7 main units within WorcestershireThese are CFMP Middle Severn Corridor CFMP Kidderminster & BromsgroveCFMP RedditchCFMP Middle AvonCFMP Avon TributariesCFMP Lower Severn CorridorCFMP Teme There is also a small area of Telford and the Black Country  Unit.Each policy unit then has a policy choice as shown on the map by the use of different colours.   The Teme and Avon Tributaries both come under policy choice 3Policy  Choice 3. Continue with existing or alternative actions to manage flood risk at the current level (accepting that flood risk will increase over time).Each policy unit then has a set of actions, For example one relevant to this area of work for the Teme Policy Unit is The need to protect sensitive environmental areas, such as the River Teme SSSI .We have also looked at District’s SFRA and WCSAll Districts now have a level 1 SFRA in place.  With South Worcestershire having a level  2 in place and Wyre Forest level 2 due very soon.  Bromsgrove and Redditch will be jointly working on a level 2.And we will also have regard to the Flood and Water management Bill 
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Water Quality 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The  Environment Agency is the lead organisation responsible for implementing the WFD and will do so through the production of River Basin Management PlansWe fall under the SRBMP.  As with CFMP the Severn RBMP is broken in to policy units, these are different to the one in the CFMP, but have similarities to the one in CAMS.  Within Worcestershire there are the following Policy unitsThe TemeWorcester Middle SevernWarwickshire AvonAnd the Severn ValeThrough the production of the Severn RBMP the significant water issues facing that catchment are identified in order that they can be considered and addressed as a whole rather than in isolation. Under the WFD and RBMP non modified surface and ground water should aim to reach 'good status‘ by 2015. WFD requires that both ground water and surface water is looked at.  When at looking at Surface water  the EA will be looking at the chemical  status and ecological status .Under ecological status, they look at  biological elements  such as fish and invertebrates  physico-chem elements such as dissolved oxygen, phosphate, ammonia. Specific pollutants such as copper and arsenicand hydro morphology which looks at flows and artificial modifications to channels.The chemical status is more straight-forward and looks at priority hazardous substances such as Nickel, DDT and mercury etc. It is done on a risk basis so they do not test for these chemicals in every river as you'll see from the map.When assessing the quality of water bodies WFD will uses a principle of ‘one out, all out’ which means that the poorest individual result will drive the overall classification. MAPS we need to further examine which aspects the watercourses are failing on and how they relate to GI.
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CAMS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Catchment Abstraction Management Strategies  are produced by the Environment Agency. They identify  through 'resource availability status' locations where water is available; no water is available, or is over licensed. 'The resource availability status indicates the relative balance between committed and available resources, showing whether licences arelikely to be available and highlighting areas where abstraction needs to be reduced in order to conserve aquatic habitats and preventdamage to the environment'Red areas show where water is over abstracted.And peach areas show where no water is available at low flowsIt is only the small area in blue where water is available When we are thinking about BI in those areas with no water available we should be thinking Has provision been made for water balancing measures suchas storm water ponds or lagoons, to recharge groundwater?
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Opportunities & Delivery 
Mechanisms 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we need to do is gather the data from these sources of information and any others which you suggest and see how blue infrastructure can bring about opportunities  for the development, creation and protection of the  Green Infrastructure networkBecause Blue Infrastructure can provide many  multi-functional benefits For example There are many different types of SUDS, And they can regulate water cycles and have flood attenuation benefits.The rate of run-off for planted areas is estimated to be 10 -20%, compared with 60-70% for ‘hard urban areas’.As well as providing flood attenuation benefits SUDS can also provide  areas for recreationCreation of new habitatsNew landscape settings and context for developmentThey can help recharge groundwater supplies and prevents pollutants from entering our watercourses which is good in terms of RBMPS.Some of the main delivery mechanisms will be through the documents just discussed and those delivery mechanisms as identified in those documents such as Catchment sensitive farming and promotion of Environmental Stewardship Schemes.Any other information let me know 
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